
COLOR THEORY
EDUCATORS DAY BY DAY GUIDE 

MATERIALS
& SET UP 

SCHEDULE

10am- 12:30

FOLLOW KEY NOTE
- Welcome.  Expectations. 
- Introductions: Introduce yourself  (how long in the industry,what is your favorite thing 
about color?)
- WATCH VIDEO.

“How did they video make you feel?”

This video shows all the ways color can e ect our lives. What color can bring and how
important it can be?

Activity #1
On the posters around the room, have students write as many things as they know about
each color line we have.
(You will come back to ll out the rest as the class continues to learn it)

Activity #2
Fill all cups half way with water. Place plastic cups in a circle (like a color wheel) start with 
primary colors. 4 drops of blue. (Explain that blue is the strongest color in the color wheel.)
15 drops of red (explain how much red pigment you need to get a true red) 3 yellow- also a
strong color but you need much more yellow then blue to create green. Start mixing the 
two color next to one another to create an entire color wheel, get as close to true to tone as 
possible. Then use one more cup in the middle to try to cancel out colors (complimentary 
colors) to make brown (neutral). EXPLAIN this is what we try to do when coloring hair. 

Color wheel: Have each student ll out their own color wheel. Then take notes of each tone 
and what number each stands for. (Handout 1)

Read through slides together. Have each student read a line. 

11 clear plastic cups (7 for color wheel, 6 in circle 1 in middle) 
              (4 for developer activity)
Food coloring (Blue, Red & Yellow)
5 posters around room with Wella color lines written on top
10 alka-selters (developer activity)
Color Theory Key Note
Student Manual ( 1 per student) 
  

Have students test their own porosity and texture!



Read through slides together. Have each student read a line. 

Read through slides together. Have each student read a line. 

Read through slides together. Have each student read a line. 

On white board or poster draw in where each type of color penetrates and the size of
each molecule. 

Fill out level system. (In handout)

Fill out contributing pigment portion of handout. 

Fill out numbering system handout! 

Read the story aloud. Once story is over explain why. Larger molecules come out of the 
hair easier when you !rst lift, but the red and the orange holds on much more because 
they have gone deeper into the hair shaft. You must lift the hair one level lighter then 
your desired level if you want to neutralize the red.



Fill out the rest of each color line on posters from the beginning of class. 

Fill out the rest of each color line on posters from the beginning of class. 

Fill out the rest of each color line on posters from the beginning of class. 

Fill out the rest of each color line on posters from the beginning of class. 

What makes a successful color?!

In 4 plastic cups !ll 3/4 of the way with water. Dropping all at the same time. In cup 1 put 
1 alka-seltzer to represent 10vol, in cup 2 put 2 alka-seltzers to represent 20 vol and so on 
for 30vol and 40vol.  EXPLAIN: They all bubble the same amount of time (just like 
the product in the tube) the developer creates more energy not more power. Higher 
doesn't mean it will go further)

Fill out the rest of each color line on posters from the beginning of class. 

There are 2 parts of a consultation. The part that is done with your guest at the chair. 
And the execution of formulation. (Filling in the pieces) 



Go through steps of formulation. Students !ll out handout. 

Go through all scenarios. Fill out NL, DL, DT, Texture/ density, COLORED?, Remaining 
Pigment, and % of grey. 
Get out color books and create formulas.  

Talk about color correction. Show student treatment plan and how that can help support.

COLOR correction: Always consider. 

Explain wella plex, best uses and steps.

Time for the Quiz! 
For your quiz you can use any and all notes you took in class today! 

Read through renew.
Tell an example of how this can help you achieve a look without damaging hair. 
1-2 levels of lift. Only works on oxidative dye, will not remove color stains. 

Homeplay:
Create 5 scenarios of before and afters. Filling out all formulation info. Due by next class, 
sent to color theory educator (give your email) and vervegm@gadabout.com
 



COLOR
THEORY

NAME:___________________

WELCOME TO ....

 



COLOR WHEEL



COLOR THEORY
HAIR STRUCTURE & GROWTH:
- Cuticle: 
- Cortex:
- Medulla:

TEXTURE & POROSITY

HAIR PIGMENTATION
- Eumelanin: 
- Pheomelanin:

COLOR BASICS:
- Temporary:
- Semi-permanent :
- Demi-permanent: 
- Permanent:

Draw out where each color penetrates + size of molecule. 
 

 



COLOR THEORY NOTES
NUMBERING SYSTEM
10/- 
9/- 
8/-
7/-
6/-
5/-
4/-
3/-
2/-
TONE NUMBERING SYSTEM
/0-
/1-
/2-
/3-
/4-
/5-
/6-
/7-
/8-
/9-
EXPOSED CONTRIBUTING PIGMENT:
10
9
8
7
6
5
4
3
2

KOLESTON PERFECT:

COLOR TOUCH:

ILLUMINA:

COLOR TOUCH PLUS:

RELIGHTS:

COLOR RENEW:

WELLA PLEX:

F
A
S
T 

 

 



COLOR THEORY NOTES
COLOR CONSULTATION:
QUESTIONS TO ASK-

TECHNICAL:
NL- 
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR YES / NO 
% OF GRAY

STEPS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

 

 

SCENARIO 4
NL- 
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAYNL- 

SCENARIO 5
NL
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY

SCENARIO 1
NL- 
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY

SCENARIO 2
NL- 
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY- 

SCENARIO 3 
NL
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY



             Name:_________________
             Date:_________________
          COLOR THEORY QUIZ

1. What are primary colors? (List them)

2. What are complimentary colors? (List them)

3. What are secondary colors? (List them)

4. Fill out the color wheel and label the primary, complementary, and secondary colors?

5. As far as Wella color numbering system, what do the numbers mean to the left of the / and what do the numbers to
 the right of the / mean?

________________/________________

6. Please list hair color levels from 2-10, exactly as described by Wella

2:___________________
3:___________________
4:___________________
5:___________________
6:___________________
7:___________________
8:___________________

9:___________________
10:__________________



7. Please list the Wella color tones from 0-9

/: ___________________
0:___________________
1:___________________
2:___________________
3:___________________
4:___________________
5:___________________
6:___________________
7:___________________
8:___________________
9:___________________

8. What are Wella's color lines?

9. What is Wella's lightening product named?

10. What is semi permanent color, and which color line is semi permanent?

11. What is Demi-permanent color, and which color lines are Demi-permanent?

12. What is permanent color, and which color lines are permanent?

13. What does Service provide for the hair, and what does it do?

14. What developers does Wella have (% or volume)?

15. Describe what density is, and the 3 types of hair density?

16. Describe what texture is, and the 3 types of hair texture?

17. Describe what hair porosity is, and the 3 types of porosity?

18. What is an underlying/contributing pigment?



Please list the underlying/contributing pigment of levels 2-10

2:___________________
3:___________________
4:___________________
5:___________________
6:___________________
7:___________________
8:___________________
9:___________________
10:__________________

What is Wella-Plex?

What does Color Renew do?



HOMEPLAY
DIRECTIONS: FIND 5 BEFORE AND AFTER PHOTOS. ALL DIFFERENT SCENARIOS YOU BELIEVE YOU WOULD SEE IN THE 
SALON. FORMULATE FOR EACH ONE.

PHOTO ONE
NL- 
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY
FORMULA:

PHOTO TWO
NL
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY
FORMULA:

PHOTO THREE
NL
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY
FORMULA:

PHOTO FOUR
NL
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY
FORMULA:

PHOTO FIVE
NL
DL- 
DT- 
TEXTURE-
PREVIOUS COLOR  YES / NO 
% OF GRAY
FORMULA:


